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For the analysis of bending of a thin rod made of �ber composite, the generalized Euler elastic equation

is used, taking into account di�erent resistance of the material to tension and compression, the in�uence

of transverse shear, elongation of the axis and independent rotations of the reinforcing elements relative

to the matrix. Based on Newton's method, a computational algorithm has been developed for solving the

static bending problem. A method for determining phenomenological parameters of the composite has

been implemented, including photographing the bending state of the rod under the action of a system of

forces and couple forces, digital processing of the photography and solving the inverse coe�cient problem.

The method was validated by comparing the results of computations with a laboratory physical experiment.

It is shown that the moduli of elasticity in tension and compression of carbon �ber composite used in the

experiment, essentially di�er, and that the use of equal moduli in determining bending sti�ness results

in a signi�cant error in the de�ection calculations.
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Introduction

Designing and creating composite materials with predetermined properties for modern engi-

neering applications are directly related to the development of appropriate mathematical models

[1, 2] and methods for studying them [3, 4]. Analysis of the experimental data of the deformation

of composites reinforced with �bers in one or several directions shows that such materials, as

a rule, have di�erent elastic moduli for tension and compression, and di�erent limits of tensile

strength and compression [5, 6]. Ice reinforced with geosynthetic �bers is a composite of this

type. Fibers strongly harden the material under tension and have almost no e�ect on its mechan-

ical characteristics during compression. Another example is organoplastics with aramid �bers,

whose compressive strength is 5 to 10 times lower in compression than in tension as shown by

experiments. Many other types of composite materials have di�erent resistance to stretching and

compression, in particular, �berglass and carbon �ber epoxy-based composites.

An example of a stress-strain state with di�erent resistance of a �ber composite to stretching

and compression is the state of pure bending. When a plate or rod bends, the upper �bers in the

direction of the de�ection stretch, and the lower ones compress. Reinforcement has smaller e�ect

in the compression zone than in the stretching zone. It is reduced to zero when bending reinforced

ice. In the case of high-strength carbon-reinforced plastics, when the curvature increases in the

compression zone the stability is lost, the �bers are destroyed or detached from the matrix

and, as a result, the reinforcement e�ect is reduced. Another reason for the di�erent resistance

of the composite to tension and compression can be the di�erence in moduli of the matrix of

a high-molecular polymer, which is more sti� under tension than during compression due to

intermolecular bonds of polymer chains, or more pliable due to the porosity of the polydisperse

microstructure. The position of the neutral line in pure bending of a plate (rod) of a material with

di�erent tensile and compressive strength does not coincide with the median line of the classical

problem of bending with a symmetric diagram of uniaxial tension-compression. Analysis of the

exact solution of the bending problem shows that the error in determining the de�ection of

the composite plate can reach 90% if it is assumed in the calculations that the elastic modulus

does not change when the sign of the deformation changes. Therefore, di�erent resistances to

stretching and compression must be taken into account when constructing constitutive equations

for solving the boundary problems of the dynamics and statics of structural elements made of

�brous composites.

The ultimate goal of the approach suggested by the authors is to develop universal compu-

tational methods and algorithms for solving boundary problems of deformation and fracture of

composite structures under alternating loads, when the distribution of tension and compression

zones is unknown and varies with time. This approach was used in the problems of mechanics

of di�erent strength, porous and bulk media [7]. In this paper, we implemented a method for

determining the elastic parameters of a composite material based on solving inverse coe�cient

problems for measuring the �nite de�ections of a cantilever rod.

1. The equation of the elastic line

The classical Euler elastic equation describing the plane bending of a thin �exible rod of

rectangular cross section with arbitrary de�ection can be obtained on the basis of the Lagrange

variational principle, according to which the minimum energy integral is reached at the equilib-

rium state of the rod
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J(x, y, θ) =

l∫
0

(
1

2
D(s)| θ′|2 − µgy

)
ds− Fx x(l)− Fy y(l)−M θ(l), (1)

where l is the length of rod; µ is the linear weight; g is the acceleration of gravity; Fx and Fy are

the projection of the vector of bending force applied to the right end: Fx = F cosα, Fy = F sinα,

M is the bending moment; D is the bending sti�ness, depending on the length s; prime means

s derivative. For simplicity, the left end of the rod is considered �xed. The angle of inclination

of the rod axis θ(s) and the coordinates of a point on the axis x(s), y(s) are not independent

functions. They satisfy the geometric constraints:

x′ = cos θ, y′ = sin θ. (2)

The boundary conditions of rigid �xation at the left end of the rod are formulated as: θ(0) =

x(0) = y(0) = 0. These are the main conditions for a variational problem that must be satis�ed by

variable functions. The natural boundary conditions at the right end are automatically obtained

by minimizing the integral.

The mathematical model under consideration is based on the assumption that with a strong

bend of the rod, the angles of rotation of linear elements are �nite and the deformations are

small, therefore, according to Hooke's law, the bending moment is proportional to the curvature:

m = Dæ (æ = θ′). Thus, the variational principle (1) corresponds to a physically linear,

geometrically non-linear model of �exing a �exible rod.

The conditional minimization problem (1), (2) is equivalent to the unconditional minimum

Lagrangian problem

L(x, y, θ) = J(x, y, θ)−
l∫

0

λx (x′ − cos θ)ds−
l∫

0

λy (y′ − sin θ)ds,

where λx(s), λy(s) � Lagrange multipliers corresponding to constraints (2). Varying the func-

tional (3) with three independent arguments, we get the equations(
D(s) θ′

)′
= −λx sin θ + λy cos θ, λ′x = 0, λ′y = µg

and boundary conditions at the right end:

D(l) θ′(l) = M, λx(l) = −Fx, λy(l) = −Fy.

From this it follows that the angle of inclination of the rod axis (elastic line) is a solution to a

boundary value problem for a second-order semi-linear equation(
D(s) θ′

)′
= F sin(θ − α) + µg (s− l) cos θ, θ(0) = 0, D(l) θ′(l) = M. (3)

The shape of the elastic line is determined by solving the problem (3) using the equations (2)

taking into account the boundary conditions at the left end.

The obtained equation with an arbitrary direction of force at the end of the rod is derived,

for example, in [1, 8]. In this case, unlike its usual use, the �ber composite rod is multi-modular:

Young's modulus under tension E+ signi�cantly greater than the modulus under compression

E−. Such di�erence is due to local loss of stability and partial destruction of high-strength �bers

in a �exible matrix, which are in a state of axial compression during bending of the rod. With a

further increase in curvature, a loss of stability is followed by a stage of destruction of the matrix

with �ber delamination. This leads to a further decrease in bending sti�ness, and the process

becomes physically nonlinear.
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2. Accounting for axial deformation and transverse shear

In order to take into account the longitudinal deformation of the elastic line and the in�uence

of transverse shears, the vector of the position of the point of the deformed rod will be represented

as a linear decomposition in thickness:

X(s, t) = x(s) + t ψx(s), Y (s, t) = y(s) + t ψy(s),

where s, t are Lagrangian coordinates of a point relative to the Cartesian coordinate system

associated with the central axis of the rod. According to the Cayley polar decomposition theorem,

the distortion tensor on the axis

Q =

(
x′ ψx

y′ ψy

)
is equal to the product of the orthogonal tensor R, which describes the rotation of a neighborhood

of a point on the axis, and the symmetric tensor, the Cauchy strain measure:

Q = R · U, R =

(
cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

)
, U =

(
1 + ε γ

γ 1− ν ε

)
In this decomposition ε is a longitudinal deformation, γ is a shear deformation. By assumption,

there are no external forces on the side surface of the rod, therefore the thickness compression

strain is equal to −ν ε, where ν is the Poisson's ratio. The deformation of the compression across
the plane of the bend is also equal to −ν ε.

Polar decomposition allows to obtain dependencies, generalizing restrictions (2):

x′ = (1 + ε) cos θ − γ sin θ, y′ = (1 + ε) sin θ + γ cos θ. (4)

In addition, it also follows the formulas

ψx = γ cos θ − (1− νε) sin θ, ψy = γ sin θ + (1− νε) cos θ,

that are used to determine the position of a point of the rod, separated from the axis.

The energy integral with respect to axial deformation and transverse shear takes the form

J(x, y, θ) =
1

2

l∫
0

(
Aε2 +B γ2 +D | θ′|2 − 2µgy

)
ds− Fx x(l)− Fy y(l)−M θ(l), (5)

where A = (1 + 2ν2)ES, B = GS, E is the Young's modulus, G is the shear modulus, S is

the rod cross-sectional area. Moving from the problem of conditional minimization (4), (5) of

the problem of the unconditional minimum of the corresponding Lagrangian, as a result of the

variation we obtain the following equations for the deformations

Aε = F cos(θ − α), B γ = −F sin(θ − α)

and the boundary problem for the equation of the elastic line(
D(s) θ′

)′
= F sin(θ − α)− aF sin 2(θ − α) + µg (s− l) cos θ (6)

with boundary conditions given in (3). It follows from the equation (6) that the in�uence of

transverse shear and axial deformation can be neglected if the dimensionless parameter (which

is a function if the rod has a variable cross section, or if the elastic moduli depend on s) in the

right-hand side

a =
F

2

(
1

B
− 1

A

)
is much lower than one. If a is about a one, then this approximation is invalid.
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3. Cosserat e�ect

Cosserat's theory of elasticity takes into account the independent rotation of the particles of

the microstructure of the material (reinforcing elements in the case of �ber composite) relative

to the deformable medium � the matrix. In the physically linear approximation, the moment

of resistance to rotation of a particle is proportional to the angle of relative rotation ϕ. The

rotation tensor R is equal to the superposition of the relative Rr and transferring Re rotations:

R = Re ·Rr. In the plane case

Rr =

(
cosϕ − sinϕ

sinϕ cosϕ

)
, Re =

(
cos(θ − ϕ) − sin(θ − ϕ)

sin(θ − ϕ) cos(θ − ϕ)

)
.

The polar decomposition of the distortion tensor contains only the transferring rotation tensor:

Q = Re · U . A measure of the deformation of a structurally inhomogeneous medium is an

asymmetric tensor Λ = R∗r · U (asterisk means transpose), which simultaneously characterizes

the deformation of the elements of the medium and relative particle rotations (see [9]). From

the equation Λ = R∗ ·Q follows that it is equal to the unit tensor in the case of rotation of the

medium as a rigid unit, when Q = R. For thin rod

Λ =

(
cosϕ sinϕ

− sinϕ cosϕ

)
·
(

1 + ε γ

γ 1− ν ε

)
,

(
x′ ψx

y′ ψy

)
=

(
cos(θ − ϕ) − sin(θ − ϕ)

sin(θ − ϕ) cos(θ − ϕ)

)
·
(

1 + ε γ

γ 1− ν ε

)
.

The last equation for the distortion tensor is followed by dependencies that generalize (4):

x′ = (1 + ε) cos(θ − ϕ)− γ sin(θ − ϕ), y′ = (1 + ε) sin(θ − ϕ) + γ cos(θ − ϕ), (7)

and formulas for ψx è ψy:

ψx = γ cos(θ − ϕ)− (1− νε) sin(θ − ϕ), ψy = γ sin(θ − ϕ) + (1− νε) cos(θ − ϕ).

The equation for Λ shows that the invariants of the deformed state are ε, γ è ϕ. Therefore, the

elastic energy integral is written as:

J(x, y, θ) =
1

2

l∫
0

(
Aε2 +B γ2 + C ϕ2 +D | θ′|2 − 2µgy

)
ds− Fx x(l)− Fy y(l)−Mθ(l), (8)

where C = KS, K � Cosseur Modulus.

The use of the Lagrange formalism to the problem of conditional minimization (7), (8) with

the subsequent calculation of the variation allows to obtain equations for axial deformation, shear

and relative rotation angle:

Aε = F cos(θ−ϕ−α), B γ = −F sin(θ−ϕ−α), C ϕ = F sin(θ−ϕ−α)−aF sin 2(θ−ϕ−α).

The re�ned equation of the elastic line takes the form:(
Dθ′

)′
= Cϕ+ µg(s− l) cos θ. (9)

The boundary conditions for this equation do not change, remaining as in (3).
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According to the implicit function theorem, a nonlinear equation for ϕ determines a unique

and continuously di�erentiable dependence ϕ = ϕ(θ), at least if the condition (1 + 2a)F < C

is met. In this case, the implicit function corresponding to the equation is strictly monotonic in

the variable ϕ and besides ϕ = 0 when θ = α. It is possible that if this condition is violated,

a speci�c loss of stability of the rod may occur due to the instability of the spatial orientation

of the reinforcing elements. Without discussing the issue of stability in this article, we assume

that the angle of relative rotation ϕ is in�nitely small. Then we have the linearized equation,

the solution of which is in a closed form:

ϕ = b
sin(θ − α)− a sin 2(θ − α)

1 + b cos(θ − α)− 2a b cos 2(θ − α)
,

where b = F/C is the one more dimensionless parameter (dimensionless function in the case of

a non-uniform rod).

4. Numerical results

In the numerical solution of the boundary problem for equation (9) with an arbitrary, but

speci�ed distribution of bending sti�ness and elastic moduli, a second-order di�erence scheme

was used.

The rod was divided along the axis by a uniform grid sj = (j + 1/2)∆s consisting of n nodes

with a step ∆s = l/(n − 0.5). The nonlinear right-hand side of the equation was taken into

account iteratively using the Newton method. As an initial approximation, a non-�exural state

of the rod with nodal inclination angle θj = 0 or a bending state with a linear distribution of

the angle along the axis of the rod was taken. The new approximation θj was determined using

the previous one θj from the system of linearized equations (j = 1, ..., n− 1):

Dj+1/2(θj+1 − θj)−Dj−1/2(θj − θj−1) = Cj

(
ϕ(θj) + (θj − θj)ϕ1(θj)

)
ds2+

+µg(sj − l)
(
cos θj − (θj − θj) sin θj

)
ds2,

where ϕ1 � �rst derivative ϕ with respect to θ. In conjunction with the boundary conditions

θ0 = 0, Dn+1/2

(
θn+1 − θn

)
= M ∆s

this system was solved by the tridiagonal matrix algorithm. To �nish the iteration process the

condition max |θj − θj | 6 εmax |θj | was used, in which ε was the predetermined computation

error.

Based on the developed computer program, a series of calculations were carried out in the

Matlab system to determine the Young's modulus of the composite material under compression.

Previously, a similar technique was used in the work [10].

For a thin rod of rectangular cross section S = w h of carbon-�ber plastic with a volume

fraction of �bers of about 50 %, whose height was h = 1.16mm, width w = 2.86mm, Young's

modulus was measured upon uniaxial tension by using experimental methods, a reliable value of

which was 114GPa. Next a plane bending of the rod with a length l = 280mm was produced

using the force F = 1.2Nacting on the rod ends as shown in Fig. 1. Rod linear weight is equal

to µ = 4.7 g/m. The corresponding gravity can be ignored, since the de�ection of the end of the

rod due to its own weight increases by about 0.2 % of the de�ection in the described experiment.
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Figure 1: Plane bending of thin �exible rod

Photos of the bended rod were processed to obtain a plane projection, then digitized. The data

on de�ection along the length of the rod were used to solve the inverse problem of determining

the �exural rigidity D (sti�ness was considered constant) using the least squares method. Using

the built-in functions of Matlab, the problem of minimizing the standard deviation was solved:

δ2 =

m∑
k=1

∣∣y(xk)− ȳk
∣∣2 → min

D
!

Here y(xk) � the calculated values of the de�ection of the rod in a given system of points along

the horizontal axis x1, x2, ..., xm; ȳk � measured (digitized) de�ection values at the same points.

According to calculations, the bending sti�ness minimizing the standard deviation in a system

of m = 30 equidistant points for the rod under consideration is equal to D = 0.0288N ·m2. The

elastic line graph is depicted in comparison with the measurement results in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Digitization photos

When calculating the bending ε = 10−7 was used. To achieve this accuracy, 5 iterations of
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the Newton method were required.

To check the reliability of the obtained values of bending sti�ness, a large series of experiments

on bending of shorter and longer rods from the same composite from l = 100mm to l = 400mm

was performed. The di�erence between the experimental and calculated de�ections of the rod

end is about ±3 % of the calculated value with an unpredictable sign change, which points to

measurement errors rather than to the imperfection of the computational model.
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Figure 3: Rod bending state

In the theory of bending of multi-modulus rods, bending sti�ness and Young's moduli for

tension E+ and compression E− are related by the following equations:

h+ =

√
E−h√

E− +
√
E+

, h− =

√
E+h√

E− +
√
E+

, D = a

(
E+h3+

3
+
E−h3−

3

)
, (10)

where h+ is the height of the stretchable part of the rod section, h− is the height of the com-

pressible part. From equations (10) using already found D and E+ the value E− = 56.8GPa

was obtained, which is 49.8 % of E+.

Thus, the composite material under consideration is signi�cantly multi-modular. Additional

calculations showed that if we assume that the Young's modulus for compression is equal to the

experimental modulus for tensile, this leads to an underestimate of the de�ection. The value

of the relative error in this case will be 16%. If in the experiment to use a thicker rod with

h = 1.74mm, then the error will be equal to 28%, if h = 2.32mm, then the error increases to

31% in relation to the de�ection.

5. Conclusion

The analysis of the numerical experimental results in the problem of the strong rod bending

showed that taking into account di�erent resistances of the �ber composite (carbon �ber) to

tension and compression is of fundamental importance. This follows from the comparison of the

numerical results with the results of experimental measurements with the simplest cantilever

bending. According to the calculations performed, with this method of loading, the in�uence of

other factors considered above (axial deformation, shear and relative rotations) turns out to be
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negligible. The problem of choosing loading methods, in which the Tymoshenko e�ect associated

with shifts, and the Cosserat e�ect, which characterizes the contribution of rotation of reinforcing

elements relative to the matrix, to identify the corresponding coe�cients of the re�ned bending

equation, are beyond the scope of this article, thus remaining open.

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federa-

tion (contract No. 02.G25.31.0147). The presented calculations are performed on the Flagman

computer of the Institute of Computational Modeling of the SB RAS.
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Ê àíàëèçó èçãèáà òîíêîãî ñòåðæíÿ èç âîëîêíèñòîãî êîìïîçèòà ïðèìåíÿåòñÿ îáîáùåííîå

óðàâíåíèå ýëàñòèêè Ýéëåðà, ó÷èòûâàþùåå ðàçíîå ñîïðîòèâëåíèå ìàòåðèàëà ðàñòÿæåíèþ

è ñæàòèþ, âëèÿíèå ïîïåðå÷íûõ ñäâèãîâ, óäëèíåíèå âäîëü îñè è íåçàâèñèìûå ïîâîðîòû

àðìèðóþùèõ ýëåìåíòîâ îòíîñèòåëüíî ìàòðèöû. Íà îñíîâå ìåòîäà Íüþòîíà ðàçðàáîòàí

âû÷èñëèòåëüíûé àëãîðèòì äëÿ ðåøåíèÿ ñòàòè÷åñêîé çàäà÷è èçãèáà. Ðåàëèçîâàíà ìåòîäèêà

îïðåäåëåíèÿ ôåíîìåíîëîãè÷åñêèõ ïàðàìåòðîâ êîìïîçèòà, âêëþ÷àþùàÿ â ñåáÿ ôîòîñúåìêó

èçãèáíîãî ñîñòîÿíèÿ ñòåðæíÿ ïîä äåéñòâèåì ñèñòåìû ñèë è ìîìåíòîâ ñèë, öèôðîâóþ îáðàáîòêó

ôîòîãðàôèè è ðåøåíèå îáðàòíîé êîýôôèöèåíòíîé çàäà÷è. Âûïîëíåíà âàëèäàöèÿ ìåòîäèêè ïóòåì

ñðàâíåíèÿ ðåçóëüòàòîâ ðàñ÷åòîâ ñ ëàáîðàòîðíûì ôèçè÷åñêèì ýêñïåðèìåíòîì. Ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî äëÿ

óãëåïëàñòèêà, ïðèìåíÿåìîãî â ýêñïåðèìåíòå, ìîäóëè óïðóãîñòè ïðè ðàñòÿæåíèè è ïðè ñæàòèè

ñóùåñòâåííî ðàçëè÷àþòñÿ, è ÷òî èñïîëüçîâàíèå ðàâíûõ ìîäóëåé ïðè îïðåäåëåíèè æåñòêîñòè íà

èçãèá ïðèâîäèò ê ñèñòåìàòè÷åñêîé îøèáêå â ðàñ÷åòàõ ïðîãèáà.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: âîëîêíèñòûé êîìïîçèò, èçãèáíîå ñîñòîÿíèå, ðàçíîå ñîïðîòèâëåíèå ðàñòÿæåíèþ

è ñæàòèþ, îñåâàÿ äåôîðìàöèÿ, ýôôåêò Òèìîøåíêî, ýôôåêò Êîññåðà.
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